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21 palings / 2320 approx.
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**GATE ELEVATION**
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Drawing No. 4a (set of 2)
VEHICLE GATES

GATE SECTION

FENCE SECTION

2680 clear

ex 125 x 125 post

ex 25 x 25
backing bead

ex 100 x 25 palings
10 spacing

ex 75 x 75 framing

ex 175 x 75 rail

galv. hinge
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VEHICLE GATES
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Drawing No. 6b (set of 3)
GATE SECTION

POST ISOMETRIC 1:5

VEHICLE GATES
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Drawing No. 7b (set of 2)
15 palings / 2150 approx.

ex 125x125 hwd. post refer detail

25 dia.

ex 100x25 palings edge chamfered 50 spacing

ex 75x50 rails.

110 brickwork

TYPICAL BAY ELEVATION

SECTION

1000 clear

ex 100x75 framing ex 100x25

ex 100x25 boards edge chamfered galv. hinge

GATE ELEVATION

SECTION
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VEHICLE GATES
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Drawing No. 9b (set of 2)
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STILE DETAIL 1:5

POST DETAIL
ISOMETRIC 1:5

Z60 clear

ex 125x125 hwd. post

ex 100x75 framing
ex 50x25
ex 100x25 palings
trellis to detail

ex 100x25 palings
20 spacing
galv. hinge
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Drawing No. 10b (set of 3)
VEHICLE GATES

FENCES/GATES
Scale 1:20
Drawing No. 12b (set of 3)
POST DETAIL 1:5

ISOMETRIC

VEHICLE GATES

galv. hinge  ex 100 x 50 framing

ex 125 x 125 post
ex 100 x 75 stile
ex 250 x 75 framing

ex 100 x 25 polings
500 rad

2640 clear
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Drawing No. 13b (set of 2)
GATE ELEVATION

79 palings / 2520 approx.

EX 125x125 hwd. post

EX 75x75 rail

EX 75x50 framing

EX 100x75 stile

galv. hinge

TYPICAL BAY ELEVATION
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FENCES/GATES

VEHICLE GATES

PEDESTRIAN GATE

TYPICAL BAY ELEVATION

17 palings / 2150 approx.

1070 clear

2600 clear

90

30

15

65

ex 75x75 rail

ex 100x75 rail

ex 100x50 framing

ex 100x50 framing

ex 125x125 hwd. post

ex 100x25 palings

30 spacing
optional edge chamfer

ex 100x50 rail

galv. hinge
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Drawing No: 15

Scale: 1:20

PAING DETAIL 1:5

SECTION

SECTION
FENCE CAPPING DETAIL 1:5

GATE CAPPING DETAIL 1:5
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TYPICAL BAY ELEVATION

GATE ELEVATION
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Scale 1:20
Drawing No. 19a (set of 2)
POST / RAIL DETAIL 1:5

ISOMETRIC

2600 clear

ex 125x125 hwd post

ex 100x75 framing

ex 100x25 palings
edge chamfered
30 spacing

ex 25x25 backing

galv. hinge
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Drawing No. 20a (set of 2)
GATE SECTION

POST / RAIL ISOMETRIC

2720 clear

ex 125x125 hwd. post
ex 100x75 stile
ex 100x50 framing
ex 100x25 palings
50 spacing
galv. hinge

VEHICLE GATES
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Drawing No. 20b (set of 2)
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VEHICLE GATES
Vehicle Gates

Ex 125x125 hwd. post
Ex 50x50 framing
Ex 100x50 framing
Ex 100x25 boards edge chamfered

Rail Detail 1:2

Section

980 clear
15 palings / 2060 approx

Gate Elevation

Ex 125x125 hwd. post
Ex 50x100 rail
Ex 100x25 palings 45 spacing
Ex 75x50 rail

Typical Bay Elevation

Section
GATE CAPPING
ISOMETRIC 1:5

2660 clear

ex 125x125 hwd. post
ex 100x75 stile
ex 50x125 capping
ex 75x50 framing
ex 100x25 palings
10 spacing
galv. hinge
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Drawing No. 23b (set of 2)
TYPICAL BAY ELEVATION

15 palings / 1900 approx.
ex 125x125 hwd. post refer detail
ex 75x50 rail
ex 75x100 capping

110 brickwork
ex 100x25 palings edge chamfered
30 spacing

1000 clear

GATE ELEVATION
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